UNDERCOVER LED KIT USER MANUAL

CONTENTS
- LED LIGHHEAD x 2pcs
- EXTENSION CABLE
- LED FLASHER & CABLE
- GASKET x 2pcs
- SCREW x 4pcs

INSTALLATION

1. Remove Corner/Head/Tail light from vehicle.
2. Select location to mount LED lighthouse.
3. Drill 1 inch diameter hole.
4. Insert lighthead into hole and secure with supplied sheet metal screws.

NOTE: Rotate lighthead to achieve optimum effect as vehicle reflectors may vary.

WARNING: Make sure the LED lighthead does not interfere with the operation of vehicle lights.

WIRING (illustration of wiring to existing strobe cables)

In this configuration, existing strobe extension cables are used to facilitate installation.

1. Disconnect strobe extension cables from strobe power supply.
2. Connect LED Kit connectors to strobe extension cables.
3. Remove & Disconnect Strobe bulbs from extension cables.
4. Insert & Connect LED lightheads to strobe extension cables.

NOTE: The wire colors of the LED Kit does not have to match the wire colors of the strobe extension cables.